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How Good is Your Hand?How Good is Your Hand?

►► Valuation is key to bidding well.Valuation is key to bidding well.

►► If you only knew the combined assets of both If you only knew the combined assets of both 
hands youhands you’’d know what contract to bid.d know what contract to bid.

►►……Well, not quite, the opponents wonWell, not quite, the opponents won’’t show you t show you 
their cards.their cards.

►► There are any number of There are any number of ‘‘calibrationscalibrations’’ of a bridge of a bridge 
hand; is the answer a (complex and everhand; is the answer a (complex and ever--
extending) list of additions and subtractions for extending) list of additions and subtractions for 
different holdings?different holdings?



How Good is Your Hand?How Good is Your Hand?

Valuation oneValuation one……
►► High Card PointsHigh Card Points: work well for no: work well for no--trumps and trumps and ‘‘nono--fitfit’’
hands (where the best trumphands (where the best trump--fit is only seven cards).fit is only seven cards).

Valuation twoValuation two……
►► Losing TricksLosing Tricks: work well when you have a 9: work well when you have a 9--card fit and card fit and 
pretty good for 8pretty good for 8-- and 10and 10--card fits.card fits.

Valuation threeValuation three……
►► Total TricksTotal Tricks: work well in low: work well in low--level competitive situations level competitive situations 
when your best score may be a minus.when your best score may be a minus.

No No –– youyou’’ll be pleased to hear ll be pleased to hear –– the key is using the key is using 
the right tools the right tools –– but properly.but properly.



High Card PointsHigh Card Points

►► A = 4A = 4
K = 3K = 3
Q = 2Q = 2
J = 1J = 1

►► But itBut it’’s a bit more complicated than that. What s a bit more complicated than that. What 
does it actually mean? We are measuring the does it actually mean? We are measuring the 
quality of a bridge hand in units but what, exactly, quality of a bridge hand in units but what, exactly, 
is one HCP?is one HCP?

►► The only real currency is measured in tricks; how The only real currency is measured in tricks; how 
do HCPs relate to those?do HCPs relate to those?



High Card PointsHigh Card Points

►► High cards take tricks High cards take tricks –– but not all of them. At nobut not all of them. At no--trumps an ace will trumps an ace will 
be a winner but a king? Is that be a winner but a king? Is that ¾¾ of a trick?of a trick?

►► No, not really. Those accompanied by an ace almost certainly wilNo, not really. Those accompanied by an ace almost certainly will. l. 
Historically early valuation methods (honour tricks, quick trickHistorically early valuation methods (honour tricks, quick tricks) s) 
regarded combinations of honours, rather than a score for each.regarded combinations of honours, rather than a score for each.

AA K = 2K = 2 AAQ = 1Q = 1½½ A, KA, K Q, KQ, K JJ 10 = 110 = 1 KK x, Qx, Q Jx = Jx = ½½

Our current simplification to the 4Our current simplification to the 4--33--22--1 count has obscured the 1 count has obscured the 
concept of concept of honour structurehonour structure..

►► If you havenIf you haven’’t got an ace or a queen to partner your king, perhaps t got an ace or a queen to partner your king, perhaps 
partner can supply one partner can supply one –– then your king is a guaranteed trick. It is then your king is a guaranteed trick. It is 
important to recognise that an element of HCP valuation is important to recognise that an element of HCP valuation is 
probabilisticprobabilistic..



High Card PointsHigh Card Points

►► That is increasingly true of queens and jacks. Their value is evThat is increasingly true of queens and jacks. Their value is even more en more 
dependent on their situation; a lone queen or jack (dependent on their situation; a lone queen or jack (‘‘quackquack’’) is liable to ) is liable to 
perish unnoticed without company.perish unnoticed without company.

►► But a queen could find a king in partnerBut a queen could find a king in partner’’s hand s hand –– that builds a certain that builds a certain 
trick. And a jack; with a king and a queen, that makes one tricktrick. And a jack; with a king and a queen, that makes one trick into into 
two.two.

►► And lastly, if we use our honour cards to clear suits And lastly, if we use our honour cards to clear suits –– cash winners cash winners 
drawing the opponentsdrawing the opponents’’ cards cards –– eventually our small cards become eventually our small cards become 
winners. Honours create tricks for low cards winners. Honours create tricks for low cards –– eventually.eventually.

►► Before we address the practical implications, letBefore we address the practical implications, let’’s recognise where s recognise where 
HCPs come into their own.HCPs come into their own.



High Card PointsHigh Card Points

►► NoNo--trumps:trumps:
1.1. Partnership totals of 25, 33 and 37 HCP are good indications of Partnership totals of 25, 33 and 37 HCP are good indications of 

game, slam and grand slam in nogame, slam and grand slam in no--trumps.trumps.
2.2. Employing a HCPEmploying a HCP--point range for NT openings and rebids is a point range for NT openings and rebids is a 

cornerstone of constructive bidding.cornerstone of constructive bidding.

►► Initial actions:Initial actions:
1.1. When you make an opening suitWhen you make an opening suit--bid you donbid you don’’t know where yout know where you’’ll ll 

end up; a minimum holding of highend up; a minimum holding of high--cards, which can take tricks in cards, which can take tricks in 
any strain, is valuable information to partner.any strain, is valuable information to partner.

2.2. Likewise when doubling an opponentLikewise when doubling an opponent’’s opening bid. Without the s opening bid. Without the 
safety of a good suit as trumps, allsafety of a good suit as trumps, all--round strength in high cards is round strength in high cards is 
important.important.

►► Competition:Competition:
1.1. When the opponents threaten to secure the contract, knowledge When the opponents threaten to secure the contract, knowledge 

of HCP is an important indicator of of HCP is an important indicator of ‘‘who owns the dealwho owns the deal’’..



High Card PointsHigh Card Points

►► HCPs work less well when there are trumps, shortages and HCPs work less well when there are trumps, shortages and 
long suits. Letlong suits. Let’’s concentrate on improving our use in s concentrate on improving our use in 
appropriate situations, noappropriate situations, no--trumps and balanced handstrumps and balanced hands

►► Say you have 13 HCP and a balanced hand Say you have 13 HCP and a balanced hand –– youyou’’re dealer, re dealer, 
you play a weak noyou play a weak no--trump, what do you open? trump, what do you open? 

►► Yes, 1NT Yes, 1NT –– no points for thatno points for that……

►► But partner invites you to game But partner invites you to game –– in noin no--trumps via a raise trumps via a raise 
to 2NT or perhaps in a suit to 2NT or perhaps in a suit –– do you bid it? Are all 13 HCP do you bid it? Are all 13 HCP 
hands equal?hands equal?



High Card PointsHigh Card Points

►► LetLet’’s look at two 13 HCP hands, which is better?s look at two 13 HCP hands, which is better?

►► [A][A]

♠♠ KK 55 44
♥♥ AA JJ 66 33
♦♦ KK 88 55
♣♣ QQ 77 22

►► [B][B]

♠♠ KK 55
♥♥ AA JJ 66 33
♦♦ KK 88 55 44
♣♣ QQ 77 22



High Card PointsHigh Card Points
►► [A][A]
♠♠ KK 55 44
♥♥ AA JJ 66 33
♦♦ KK 88 55
♣♣ QQ 77 22

►► [B][B]
♠♠ KK 55
♥♥ AA JJ 66 33
♦♦ KK 88 55 44
♣♣ QQ 77 22

►► [B] is better than [A][B] is better than [A]

►► The better distribution (with two 4The better distribution (with two 4--card suits and a doubleton) card suits and a doubleton) 
means [B] is more likely to develop tricks from its long suits (means [B] is more likely to develop tricks from its long suits (or or 
to take a ruff in a suit contract other than spades).to take a ruff in a suit contract other than spades).

►► Note 4Note 4--33--33--3 is a particularly sterile shape to hold.3 is a particularly sterile shape to hold.



High Card PointsHigh Card Points

►►Another two:Another two:

►► [A][A]

♠♠ AA 55
♥♥ KK JJ 66 33
♦♦ QQ 88 55 44
♣♣ KK 77 22

►► [B][B]

♠♠ KK 55
♥♥ AA JJ 66 33
♦♦ KK 88 55 44
♣♣ QQ 77 22



High Card PointsHigh Card Points
►► [A][A]
♠♠ AA 55
♥♥ KK JJ 66 33
♦♦ QQ 88 55 44
♣♣ KK 77 22

►► [B][B]
♠♠ KK 55
♥♥ AA JJ 66 33
♦♦ KK 88 55 44
♣♣ QQ 77 22

►► [A] is better than [B][A] is better than [B]

►► The only difference between the two hands is the location of The only difference between the two hands is the location of 
the the primaryprimary (A or K) and (A or K) and secondary honourssecondary honours (Q and J).  (Q and J).  
Other things being equal, we would like our secondary (or Other things being equal, we would like our secondary (or 
minor) honours in our (partnershipminor) honours in our (partnership’’s) long suits to help build s) long suits to help build 
slower winners and our primary honours in shorter suits where slower winners and our primary honours in shorter suits where 
they will usually still take fast tricks.they will usually still take fast tricks.



High Card PointsHigh Card Points

►► Keeping with those two, consider them opposite Keeping with those two, consider them opposite 
the same hand in a contract of 4the same hand in a contract of 4♥♥

►► [A][A]
♠♠ AA 55 ♠♠ 88 44
♥♥ KK JJ 66 33 ♥♥ QQ 99 55 44 22
♦♦ QQ 88 55 44 ♦♦ AA 1010 99 33
♣♣ KK 77 22 ♣♣ AA 55

►► [B][B]
♠♠ KK 55 ♠♠ 88 44
♥♥ AA JJ 66 33 ♥♥ QQ 99 55 44 22
♦♦ KK 88 55 44 ♦♦ AA 1010 99 33
♣♣ QQ 77 22 ♣♣ AA 55

►► We would expect to lose We would expect to lose 
only a spade, a heart and only a spade, a heart and 
one diamond (how?) so one diamond (how?) so 
44♥♥ should makeshould make

►► HmmHmm…… Now we want the Now we want the 

♠♠K to score to avoid K to score to avoid 

losing two tricks there losing two tricks there 
and thereand there’’s still a s still a 
diamond, a club and diamond, a club and 
perhaps a heartperhaps a heart……



High Card PointsHigh Card Points

►►Now youNow you’’re getting the hang of it:re getting the hang of it:

►► [A][A]

♠♠ AA 55
♥♥ KK JJ 66 33
♦♦ QQ 88 55 44
♣♣ KK 77 22

►► [B][B]

♠♠ AA 55
♥♥ KK JJ 66 33
♦♦ KK QQ 55 44
♣♣ 88 77 22



High Card PointsHigh Card Points
►► [A][A]
♠♠ AA 55
♥♥ KK JJ 66 33
♦♦ QQ 88 55 44
♣♣ KK 77 22

►► [B][B]
♠♠ AA 55
♥♥ KK JJ 66 33
♦♦ KK QQ 55 44
♣♣ 88 77 22

►► [B] is better than [A][B] is better than [A]

►► Honour structureHonour structure is critical in a hand.  We would like our high is critical in a hand.  We would like our high 
cards to be located in our (partnershipcards to be located in our (partnership’’s) longest suits to help s) longest suits to help 
build tricks there.  Conversely, shortbuild tricks there.  Conversely, short--suit honour holdings should suit honour holdings should 
be downgraded or (almost) entirely discounted e.g. QJ be downgraded or (almost) entirely discounted e.g. QJ 
doubleton, K singleton.doubleton, K singleton.



High Card PointsHigh Card Points

►►And two more:And two more:

►► [A][A]

♠♠ AA 55
♥♥ KK JJ 66 33
♦♦ KK QQ 55 44
♣♣ 88 77 22

►► [B][B]

♠♠ AA 55
♥♥ KK JJ 66 33
♦♦ KK QQ 1010 44
♣♣ 1010 99 22



High Card PointsHigh Card Points
►► [A][A]
♠♠ AA 55
♥♥ KK JJ 66 33
♦♦ KK QQ 55 44
♣♣ 88 77 22

►► [B][B]
♠♠ AA 55
♥♥ KK JJ 66 33
♦♦ KK QQ 1010 44
♣♣ 1010 99 22

►► [B] is better than [A][B] is better than [A]

►► Suit textureSuit texture is as important as honour structure.  Intermediate is as important as honour structure.  Intermediate 
spot cards (8s and 9s) and tens (assigned no HCP value) bolster spot cards (8s and 9s) and tens (assigned no HCP value) bolster 
high cards and create powerful trickhigh cards and create powerful trick--taking combinations, taking combinations, 
allowing finesses to be repeated.  AJ10, KQ109, KJ10, Q109 etc. allowing finesses to be repeated.  AJ10, KQ109, KJ10, Q109 etc. 
are all undervalued in terms of HCP.  With appropriate honour are all undervalued in terms of HCP.  With appropriate honour 
structure and location of primary/secondary honours, hands structure and location of primary/secondary honours, hands 
become far stronger than simple HCP counts suggests.become far stronger than simple HCP counts suggests.



High Card PointsHigh Card Points

►►A final pair:A final pair:

►► [A][A]

♠♠ AA 55
♥♥ AA 1010 99 33
♦♦ AA JJ 1010 44
♣♣ 1010 99 22

►► [B][B]

♠♠ AA 55
♥♥ KK JJ 66 33
♦♦ KK QQ 1010 44
♣♣ 1010 99 22



High Card PointsHigh Card Points
►► [A][A]
♠♠ AA 55
♥♥ AA 1010 99 33
♦♦ AA JJ 1010 44
♣♣ 88 77 22

►► [B][B]
♠♠ AA 55
♥♥ KK JJ 66 33
♦♦ KK QQ 1010 44
♣♣ 1010 99 22

►► [A] is better than [B][A] is better than [B]

►► The HCP scale is only approximate: aces are The HCP scale is only approximate: aces are 
undervalued, queens and jacks overvalued.  Some go undervalued, queens and jacks overvalued.  Some go 
as far as counting 4as far as counting 4½½ HCP for an ace and a little less HCP for an ace and a little less 
than standard for minor honours.than standard for minor honours.



High Card PointsHigh Card Points

►► You may have spotted we have carried the better hand forward eacYou may have spotted we have carried the better hand forward each h 
time. Now wetime. Now we’’ll put the hand we started with next to the last winner.ll put the hand we started with next to the last winner.

►► [First][First]
♠♠ KK 55 44 ♠♠ 88 66
♥♥ AA JJ 66 33 ♥♥ KK 88 77 44 22
♦♦ KK 88 55 ♦♦ QQ 99 66
♣♣ QQ 77 22 ♣♣ KK JJ 33

►► [Last][Last]
♠♠ AA 55 ♠♠ 88 66
♥♥ AA 1010 99 33 ♥♥ KK 88 77 44 22
♦♦ AA JJ 1010 44 ♦♦ QQ 99 66
♣♣ 1010 99 22 ♣♣ KK JJ 33

►► ThereThere’’s a club, two diamonds and s a club, two diamonds and 
spade to lose for sure spade to lose for sure –– thatthat’’s four. s four. 
Half the time we can add a second Half the time we can add a second 
spade. If wespade. If we’’re unlucky, perhaps a re unlucky, perhaps a 
heart as well. 2heart as well. 2♥♥ is quite enough.is quite enough.

►► A (likely) spade and a club loser A (likely) spade and a club loser 
for certain but our aces, honour for certain but our aces, honour 
structure and texture give excellent structure and texture give excellent 
chances of avoiding diamond and chances of avoiding diamond and 
heart losers. We might escape a heart losers. We might escape a 
second club some of the time too. second club some of the time too. 
Perhaps we wonPerhaps we won’’t bid 4t bid 4♥♥ but ten but ten 
tricks is a lively possibility.tricks is a lively possibility.



High Card PointsHigh Card Points

►► Are all 13 HCP hands equal?Are all 13 HCP hands equal?

►► No. That much is obvious; we should considerNo. That much is obvious; we should consider
�� DistributionDistribution is important, even on balanced hands; 4is important, even on balanced hands; 4--33--33--3 bad, 3 bad, 
44--44--33--2 better, 52 better, 5--33--33--2 best2 best

�� Primary honoursPrimary honours (A/K) are better in short suits, (A/K) are better in short suits, secondary secondary 
honourshonours (Q/J) should have cards for company(Q/J) should have cards for company

�� Honour structureHonour structure; they are all better ; they are all better togethertogether

�� Suit textureSuit texture; the more tens and nines we have the better ; the more tens and nines we have the better –– and and 
again, even tens and nines are stronger in combinationagain, even tens and nines are stronger in combination

�� AcesAces are really valuable, more so than their 4 HCP suggestsare really valuable, more so than their 4 HCP suggests

►► Are we any closer to knowing what we are measuring?Are we any closer to knowing what we are measuring?



High Card PointsHigh Card Points
►► [A][A]
♠♠ AA JJ 55 44
♥♥ KK 1010 99 22
♦♦ QQ JJ 22
♣♣ QQ JJ

►► [B][B]
♠♠ QQ JJ 55 4 4 
♥♥ QQ JJ 55 22
♦♦ QQ JJ 22
♣♣ KK JJ

►► Introductory quiz: which is the weakest? Which is the strongest?Introductory quiz: which is the weakest? Which is the strongest?

►► [A] 14 HCP = 12.10 KNR*[A] 14 HCP = 12.10 KNR*
►► [B] 13 HCP = 9.35[B] 13 HCP = 9.35
►► [C] 12 HCP = 12.05[C] 12 HCP = 12.05
►► [D] 11 HCP = 13.00[D] 11 HCP = 13.00

** http://www.jeffhttp://www.jeff--goldsmith.org/cgigoldsmith.org/cgi--bin/knr.cgibin/knr.cgi

►► [C][C]
♠♠ KK 55 44
♥♥ KK 1010 99 22
♦♦ KK 88 22
♣♣ KK 99 55

►► [D][D]
♠♠ 55 44
♥♥ JJ 1010 22
♦♦ KK 88 22
♣♣ AA KK 1010 99 22



High Card PointsHigh Card Points

►►What have we got then? The point count for What have we got then? The point count for 
honour cards reflects their role in:honour cards reflects their role in:

►► Taking tricksTaking tricks

►► Building tricks for other honour cardsBuilding tricks for other honour cards

►► Turning small cards into winners (either by Turning small cards into winners (either by 
getting the lead back [control] or getting rid of getting the lead back [control] or getting rid of 
the opponentthe opponent’’s cards [clearance])s cards [clearance])



High Card PointsHigh Card Points

►► What should we do with this knowledge?What should we do with this knowledge?

►► Count your points with a pinch of salt: HCPs are a firstCount your points with a pinch of salt: HCPs are a first--measure of how measure of how 
good your hand is. Remember where they are useful: nogood your hand is. Remember where they are useful: no--trumps, notrumps, no--fit fit 
and noand no--destination (yet).destination (yet).

►► DonDon’’t be afraid to upgrade or downgrade your not be afraid to upgrade or downgrade your no--trump descriptions trump descriptions ––
whether openings, overcalls, rebids or acceptances.whether openings, overcalls, rebids or acceptances.

►► DonDon’’t be afraid of low doubletons and unprotected suits; very often t be afraid of low doubletons and unprotected suits; very often the the 
best hands within a given HCP range are the ones with low doublebest hands within a given HCP range are the ones with low doubletons tons 
–– because the honours are together and in the long suits.because the honours are together and in the long suits.

►► Abandon useless conventions such as 1NT Abandon useless conventions such as 1NT –– 22♠♠ to show a balanced 11 to show a balanced 11 
HCP. Use your newHCP. Use your new--found skill and judgement to decide whether found skill and judgement to decide whether 
youyou’’re worth an invite or not (would it surprise you to learn many pre worth an invite or not (would it surprise you to learn many pairs airs 
dondon’’t play an invite at allt play an invite at all……?).?).



High Card PointsHigh Card Points

►► [A][A]
♠♠ AA xx
♥♥ xx xx xx
♦♦ AAQQ 1010 xx xx
♣♣ JJ 99 xx

►► [B][B]
♠♠ AA xx
♥♥ 1010 99 xx
♦♦ AAQQ xx xx xx xx
♣♣ 1010 xx

►► Partner opens 1NT [12Partner opens 1NT [12--14] what do you 14] what do you 
respond?respond?

►► [C][C]
♠♠ JJ 1010 xx
♥♥ AA xx
♦♦ KK QQ 1010 xx
♣♣ JJ 1010 99 xx

►► [D][D]
♠♠ KK xx
♥♥ KK xx
♦♦ AA JJ 1010 xx xx
♣♣ 1010 99 88 xx

►► [E][E]
♠♠ xx xx xx
♥♥ xx xx
♦♦ AA KK 1010 xx xx xx
♣♣ KK xx



High Card PointsHigh Card Points
►► 3NT on all of them3NT on all of them……

►► ““Since responder evaluates aggressively to avoid Since responder evaluates aggressively to avoid 
putting needless pressure on opener, the partnership putting needless pressure on opener, the partnership 
will reach some 24will reach some 24--point games. There will generally point games. There will generally 
be a 5be a 5--card suit, a wealth of intermediate cards, good card suit, a wealth of intermediate cards, good 
honour structure, and/or some less obvious plus honour structure, and/or some less obvious plus 
features. These hands [the previous five] would raise features. These hands [the previous five] would raise 
1NT to 3NT, for better or worse.1NT to 3NT, for better or worse.””

Eric KokishEric Kokish

Surviving and Thriving in the Weak NoSurviving and Thriving in the Weak No--Trump WorldTrump World



High Card PointsHigh Card Points

►► So, a highSo, a high--cardcard--point is a probabilistic measure point is a probabilistic measure 
of trickof trick--taking. A numerical approximation of taking. A numerical approximation of 
expectation in a complex game environment expectation in a complex game environment 
[gulp].[gulp].

►► And thatAnd that’’s even before we start to think about s even before we start to think about 
how things might change as more information how things might change as more information 
comes to light, that is, as the auction comes to light, that is, as the auction 
progresses.progresses.

►► Can A=4, K=3Can A=4, K=3…… account for all that?account for all that?



High Card PointsHigh Card Points

►►So far weSo far we’’ve only addressed static ve only addressed static 
valuation, that is based solely on the 13 valuation, that is based solely on the 13 
cards in front of us. But valuation is cards in front of us. But valuation is 
plasticplastic, it changes as new information , it changes as new information 
comes to light.comes to light.

►►This idea This idea –– or at least the awareness and or at least the awareness and 
the term the term –– isnisn’’t new. Ely Culbertson first t new. Ely Culbertson first 
coined it.coined it.



How Good is Your Hand?How Good is Your Hand?



High Card PointsHigh Card Points

►► To be fair to Ely, he was trying to put into To be fair to Ely, he was trying to put into 
words the thought processes of words the thought processes of ‘‘expertexpert’’ players. players. 
The ones used to direct constructive auctions to The ones used to direct constructive auctions to 
reach highreach high--level contracts, either by discovering level contracts, either by discovering 
aspects of partneraspects of partner’’s hand or showing ones hand or showing one’’s s 
own.own.

►► It wasnIt wasn’’t easy then and, though bridge t easy then and, though bridge 
terminology has become better established, itterminology has become better established, it’’s s 
not easy now.not easy now.

►► There is one powerful idea I do want to share.There is one powerful idea I do want to share.



High Card PointsHigh Card Points

►► Say partner opens 1Say partner opens 1♠♠; which hand is better?; which hand is better?

►► [A][A]

♠♠ AA xx xx
♥♥ KK xx xx
♦♦ xx xx xx xx
♣♣ xx xx xx

►► [B][B]

♠♠ KK xx xx
♥♥ AA xx xx
♦♦ xx xx xx xx
♣♣ xx xx xx



High Card PointsHigh Card Points
►► [A][A]
♠♠ AA xx xx
♥♥ KK xx xx
♦♦ xx xx xx xx xx
♣♣ xx xx

►► [B][B]
♠♠ KK xx xx
♥♥ AA xx xx
♦♦ xx xx xx xx xx
♣♣ xx xx

►► [B] is better than [A][B] is better than [A]

►► The The ♠♠K is a proven value. Aces are (pretty much) guaranteed to K is a proven value. Aces are (pretty much) guaranteed to 
be useful too. In [A] the value of the be useful too. In [A] the value of the ♥♥K is unknown K is unknown –– partner partner 
may have a singleton or length but no heart honours; the king may have a singleton or length but no heart honours; the king 
could be worth nothing at allcould be worth nothing at all

►► This principle is known as This principle is known as ‘‘in and out valuationin and out valuation’’..



High Card PointsHigh Card Points

►► What we can we do with this?What we can we do with this?

►► Well, we can Well, we can trytry……

►► ♠♠ KKQQ 99 77 66
♥♥ 33
♦♦ KKQQ 88 44
♣♣ AA JJ 66

After 1After 1♠♠ –– 22♠♠; can we make game? The sensible approach is to bid ; can we make game? The sensible approach is to bid 
another suit as a another suit as a gamegame--try.try.

►► 33♣♣ –– why?why?

►► Responder will value Responder will value ♦♦A or A or ♥♥A, after all, theyA, after all, they’’re aces! You want her re aces! You want her 
to look favourably upon the to look favourably upon the ♣♣K and K and ♣♣Q. And if she is unsure, she Q. And if she is unsure, she 
can make a return gamecan make a return game--try of 3try of 3♦♦ or 3or 3♥♥ (accept first decline, the (accept first decline, the 
second).second).



High Card PointsHigh Card Points

►► To be honest, gameTo be honest, game--tries are not worth very much. Very often ittries are not worth very much. Very often it’’s s 
better to blast game and hope to make it better to blast game and hope to make it –– you give less away. you give less away. 
Also, if you come to rest at the 3Also, if you come to rest at the 3--level, you may go off anyway.level, you may go off anyway.

►► But slamBut slam--tries, they are much more useful because, below game, tries, they are much more useful because, below game, 
we are not any higher than we want to be. Say we beefwe are not any higher than we want to be. Say we beef--up the last up the last 
hand and this time see a limit raise, 1hand and this time see a limit raise, 1♠♠ –– 33♠♠……

►► ♠♠ KKQQ JJ 77 66
♥♥ 33
♦♦ AAQQ 88
♣♣ AA JJ 66 44

►► Can we make slam? Now 4Can we make slam? Now 4♣♣ says opener is interested but cansays opener is interested but can’’t t 
take control (with 4NT for example).take control (with 4NT for example).



High Card PointsHigh Card Points

►►♠♠ KK QQ JJ 77 66
♥♥ 33
♦♦ AA QQ 88
♣♣ AA JJ 66 44

►►♠♠ AA 1010 55 22
♥♥ AA QQ JJ 4 4 
♦♦ 66 33
♣♣ 99 55 33

►►♠♠ KK QQ JJ 77 66
♥♥ 33
♦♦ AA QQ 88
♣♣ AA JJ 66 44

►►♠♠ 1010 55 33 22
♥♥ AA 66 55 4 4 
♦♦ KK 33
♣♣ KK 55 33

Game is safe but you Game is safe but you 
wouldnwouldn’’t want to be t want to be 
higher. Over 4higher. Over 4♣♣ responder responder 
has such a bad holding in has such a bad holding in 
clubs that she should just clubs that she should just 
bid 4bid 4♠♠. The danger with . The danger with 
44♥♥ is that opener might is that opener might 
expect help in clubs.expect help in clubs.

Now responder can bid 4Now responder can bid 4♦♦
(useful clubs, useful (useful clubs, useful 
diamond) with a clear diamond) with a clear 
conscience. Though it is conscience. Though it is 
unlikely responder doesnunlikely responder doesn’’t t 
have an ace to accept the have an ace to accept the 
try, opener should try, opener should 
proceed with 4NT and bid proceed with 4NT and bid 
the slam.the slam.



High Card PointsHigh Card Points

►►We have gradually moved from We have gradually moved from 
considering HCP and balanced hands into considering HCP and balanced hands into 
the zone of shapely hands.the zone of shapely hands.

►►That means itThat means it’’s time fors time for……



The Losing Trick CountThe Losing Trick Count

►► The Losing Trick Count (LTC) is a valuation The Losing Trick Count (LTC) is a valuation 
method that measures features that are method that measures features that are 
important in trump contracts.important in trump contracts.

1.1. Aces are even more valuableAces are even more valuable

2.2. ……Kings about the sameKings about the same

3.3. ……Queens get demotedQueens get demoted

4.4. ……Jacks arenJacks aren’’t worth anything at allt worth anything at all

5.5. Shortages have value. Either for control (you ruff Shortages have value. Either for control (you ruff 
in) or extra tricks (you score trumps separately).in) or extra tricks (you score trumps separately).



The Losing Trick CountThe Losing Trick Count

►► Making the LTC work is initially a bit Making the LTC work is initially a bit 
countercounter--intuitive. Thatintuitive. That’’s because you are s because you are 
counting losers counting losers –– and you want the and you want the 
absence of those (winners).absence of those (winners).

►► Thus MORE losers is BAD.Thus MORE losers is BAD.

►► FEWER losers is GOOD.FEWER losers is GOOD.

►► So when we do our counting, a low So when we do our counting, a low 
number is better than a high number.number is better than a high number.



The Losing Trick CountThe Losing Trick Count

►► A caveat: the LTC count of A caveat: the LTC count of ‘‘loserslosers’’ is a measure of how is a measure of how 
good a hand is good a hand is –– dondon’’t take it literallyt take it literally……

►► Just as 12 HCP isnJust as 12 HCP isn’’t guaranteed to take 12/40 of the 13 t guaranteed to take 12/40 of the 13 
tricks tricks –– about 4 about 4 –– the count of losing tricks isnthe count of losing tricks isn’’t the t the 
number of tricks that hand will lose (and win the number of tricks that hand will lose (and win the 
remainder).remainder).

►► One last health warning: the LTC is a measure for FIT One last health warning: the LTC is a measure for FIT 
hands. That means the partnership must have at least an hands. That means the partnership must have at least an 
88--card fit. Even then, it works best when both players card fit. Even then, it works best when both players 
know of a 9know of a 9--card fit. The LTC doesncard fit. The LTC doesn’’t help much before a t help much before a 
fit comes to light, for example, whether to open the fit comes to light, for example, whether to open the 
bidding. bidding. 



The Losing Trick CountThe Losing Trick Count

►► How it works How it works –– itit’’s really very simple.s really very simple.

►► A A ‘‘loserloser’’ –– in the LTC sense in the LTC sense –– is a card that is not an ace, king or queen.is a card that is not an ace, king or queen.

►► It is the count of small cards that wonIt is the count of small cards that won’’t take tricks. There will be a t take tricks. There will be a 
maximum of 12 in one of these:maximum of 12 in one of these:

♠♠ xx xx xx
♥♥ xx xx xx
♦♦ xx xx xx xx
♣♣ xx xx xx

►► But itBut it’’s not all bad news for the poor cards not all bad news for the poor card--holder: you canholder: you can’’t have losers t have losers 
where you donwhere you don’’t have length and there are only three that can be A/K/Q.t have length and there are only three that can be A/K/Q.

♠♠ xx xx xx xx xx
♥♥ xx xx xx xx xx
♦♦ xx
♣♣ xx xx

Has 9 losers. But only once a FIT has been found (in hearts or sHas 9 losers. But only once a FIT has been found (in hearts or spades).pades).



The Losing Trick CountThe Losing Trick Count

1.1. The The ♠♠J is a loser J is a loser –– the LTC doesnthe LTC doesn’’t count jacks. t count jacks. 

2.2. There are only two in hearts There are only two in hearts –– this is the way the LTC this is the way the LTC 
gives value to shortages (here the doubleton). Effectively gives value to shortages (here the doubleton). Effectively 
LTC gives the doubleton a kingLTC gives the doubleton a king--value.value.

3.3. This 13This 13--count is an average opening hand. Wider count is an average opening hand. Wider 
experience shows that that 7 losers is typical for an experience shows that that 7 losers is typical for an 
average opener.average opener.

►► How many losers?How many losers?

♠♠ KK JJ 99 77 66
♥♥ 44 33
♦♦ AA QQ 88
♣♣ KK 77 66

►►

♠♠ KK JJ 99 77 66
♥♥ 44 33
♦♦ AA QQ 88
♣♣ KK 77 66



The Losing Trick CountThe Losing Trick Count

►► That a regular opener is a 7That a regular opener is a 7--loser hand is crucial to using the LTC. loser hand is crucial to using the LTC. 
Just as a 16Just as a 16--count is a count is a ‘‘king betterking better’’ (one trick) than an opening (one trick) than an opening 
measured in HCP and there worth a jump rebid, a 6measured in HCP and there worth a jump rebid, a 6--loser hand is loser hand is 
also trick better. In an LTC world, this will almost always be salso trick better. In an LTC world, this will almost always be support.upport.

►► What is the equivalent for a responder?What is the equivalent for a responder?

►► 9 Losers9 Losers



The Losing Trick CountThe Losing Trick Count

►► [A][A]
♠♠ AA xx
♥♥ AA xx xx
♦♦ AA xx xx xx
♣♣ AA xx xx xx

►► [B][B]
♠♠ KK xx
♥♥ KK xx xx
♦♦ KK xx xx xx
♣♣ KK xx xx xx

►►Are these hands equal?Are these hands equal?

►► [C][C]
♠♠ QQ xx
♥♥ QQ xx xx
♦♦ QQ xx xx xx
♣♣ QQ xx xx xx

►► Clearly not, some sort of adjustment is neededClearly not, some sort of adjustment is needed

►► A king is the standard nonA king is the standard non--loser but aces are better and queens are loser but aces are better and queens are 
worse worse –– each by each by ½½ loser. So if the hand contains more aces than loser. So if the hand contains more aces than 
queens, subtract a queens, subtract a ½½ loser, if more queens than aces, add loser, if more queens than aces, add ½½ loser.loser.

►► That means [B] with just kings needs no adjustment and is 7 loseThat means [B] with just kings needs no adjustment and is 7 losers. [A] rs. [A] 
is 7 less 4 x is 7 less 4 x ½½ = 5 losers and [C] 7 plus 4 x = 5 losers and [C] 7 plus 4 x ½½ = 9 losers. In practice, = 9 losers. In practice, 
with mixture of aces and queens, the adjustment is less dramaticwith mixture of aces and queens, the adjustment is less dramatic..



The Losing Trick CountThe Losing Trick Count

►► LetLet’’s practices practice……

♠♠ 99 77 66
♥♥ 1010
♦♦ AA KK JJ 88 77 66
♣♣ KK QQ 66

►► Raw count, 6 losers, any adjustments?Raw count, 6 losers, any adjustments?

►► No. The hand has the same number of aces as queens so No. The hand has the same number of aces as queens so 
6 losers it is. Six is a 6 losers it is. Six is a ‘‘trick better than an opening handtrick better than an opening hand’’
(with diamonds agreed, or a black suit if partner has five (with diamonds agreed, or a black suit if partner has five 
or more) but after 1or more) but after 1♦♦ –– 11♥♥; we haven; we haven’’t got a 3t got a 3♦♦ rebid.rebid.

►►

♠♠ 99 77 66
♥♥ 1010
♦♦ AA KK JJ 88 77 66
♣♣ KK QQ 66



The Losing Trick CountThe Losing Trick Count

►► AgainAgain……

♠♠ 99 77 66
♥♥ KK JJ 88 77
♦♦ 66
♣♣ KK 99 66 55 22

►► 8 losers, no A/Q adjustments.8 losers, no A/Q adjustments.

►► LetLet’’s say partner opens 1s say partner opens 1♥♥, what do you respond?, what do you respond?

►► 33♥♥. As 9 losers is a minimum responding hand, this is a . As 9 losers is a minimum responding hand, this is a ‘‘trick better trick better 
than minimumthan minimum’’ and is a raise to three. and is a raise to three. 

►►

♠♠ 99 77 66
♥♥ KK JJ 88 77
♦♦ 66
♣♣ KK 99 66 55 22



The Losing Trick CountThe Losing Trick Count

►► Another raiseAnother raise

♠♠ 99 77
♥♥ KK JJ 88 77 55
♦♦ 66
♣♣ KK 99 66 55 22

►► Now we have 7 losers Now we have 7 losers –– but only 7 HCP.but only 7 HCP.

►► Should we raise 1Should we raise 1♥♥ to 4to 4♥♥??

►► The world says yes. But there is a problem. The world says yes. But there is a problem. 

►►

♠♠ 99 77
♥♥ KK JJ 88 77 55
♦♦ 66
♣♣ KK 99 66 55 22



The Losing Trick CountThe Losing Trick Count

►► And anotherAnd another

♠♠ AA 99 77
♥♥ KK JJ 77 55
♦♦ KK 66
♣♣ QQ 66 55 22

►► This is another 7This is another 7--losers hand losers hand –– but with 13 HCP.but with 13 HCP.

►► Should we raise 1Should we raise 1♥♥ to 4to 4♥♥??

►► No, we canNo, we can’’t bid 4t bid 4♥♥ with both with both –– it will badly hurt our slam bidding. What we it will badly hurt our slam bidding. What we 
need is a way of distinguishing our gameneed is a way of distinguishing our game--raises based on distribution from raises based on distribution from 
those with highthose with high--card strength and the same losercard strength and the same loser--count. count. 

►►

♠♠ AA 99 77
♥♥ KK JJ 77 55
♦♦ KK 66
♣♣ QQ 66 55 22



The Losing Trick CountThe Losing Trick Count

►► More warnings.More warnings.

♠♠ KK 55 44
♥♥ AA JJ 66 33
♦♦ KK 88 55
♣♣ QQ 77 22

►► ThatThat’’s a regular 13s a regular 13--count (we saw it earlier) but it is an count (we saw it earlier) but it is an 
88--loser hand. It would be obtuse to pass! But when it loser hand. It would be obtuse to pass! But when it 
comes to supporting partnercomes to supporting partner’’s hearts, it is a poor hand.s hearts, it is a poor hand.

►► Because most at the club play a weak NT that Because most at the club play a weak NT that 
conveniently isolates most conveniently isolates most ‘‘LTCLTC--poorpoor’’ hands. Just because hands. Just because 
partner opens doesnpartner opens doesn’’t mean they promise a 7t mean they promise a 7--loser hand.loser hand.



The Losing Trick CountThe Losing Trick Count

►► The same for responder.The same for responder.

♠♠ 55 44
♥♥ QQ JJ 66 33
♦♦ QQ 88 55 44
♣♣ QQ 77 22

►► ThatThat’’s 9s 9½½ losers in support of hearts, diamonds or clubs. losers in support of hearts, diamonds or clubs. 
It is even worse if partner has spades but this is a routine It is even worse if partner has spades but this is a routine 
1NT response to 11NT response to 1♠♠. After all, this might be a simple HCP . After all, this might be a simple HCP 
transaction where we simply want to play in 3NT opposite transaction where we simply want to play in 3NT opposite 
openeropener’’s 18+ HCPs.s 18+ HCPs.

►► Just because partner responds doesnJust because partner responds doesn’’t mean they t mean they 
promise a 9promise a 9--loser hand loser hand –– they might be considerably they might be considerably 
worse.worse.



The Losing Trick CountThe Losing Trick Count

►► What should we do with this knowledge?What should we do with this knowledge?

►► This is an introduction to LTC but actually, there isnThis is an introduction to LTC but actually, there isn’’t much more. Useful t much more. Useful 
valuation methods gain from simplicity so donvaluation methods gain from simplicity so don’’t overt over--complicate.complicate.

►► Use LTC for support bids: count properly, using the A/Q adjustmeUse LTC for support bids: count properly, using the A/Q adjustment, and raise nt, and raise 
according to your according to your ‘‘basebase’’ as opener (7) or responder (9). If you have nothing as opener (7) or responder (9). If you have nothing 
extra, support at the minimum level, if youextra, support at the minimum level, if you’’re better re better –– fewer losers fewer losers –– jump. jump. 

►► If you canIf you can’’t get your partners on board (because theyt get your partners on board (because they’’re not here!) then refer re not here!) then refer 
to the LTC in your own close decisions in whatever you use now. to the LTC in your own close decisions in whatever you use now. The earlier The earlier 
33♥♥ raise on 7 HCP might be too much for some HCPraise on 7 HCP might be too much for some HCP--counters.counters.

►► Seriously think about how more aggressive raises influence your Seriously think about how more aggressive raises influence your bidding:bidding:
1.1. Use 1major Use 1major –– 44--major as a premajor as a pre--emptive raiseemptive raise
2.2. Use splinterUse splinter--bids for slambids for slam--orientated support hands with shortageorientated support hands with shortage
3.3. Use 2NT as a strong balanced raise after 1Use 2NT as a strong balanced raise after 1--major openingmajor opening
4.4. And, if youAnd, if you’’re up for it, consider similar in competitionre up for it, consider similar in competition
5.5. Perhaps easier than that, adopt 5Perhaps easier than that, adopt 5--card majorscard majors……



The Third WayThe Third Way

►► Both HCPs and the LTC are constructive measures. They Both HCPs and the LTC are constructive measures. They 
work best when our sidework best when our side’’s combined assets is above half s combined assets is above half ––
meaning our side can make something. Use them to gauge meaning our side can make something. Use them to gauge 
game and slam. They are less appropriate in knowing how game and slam. They are less appropriate in knowing how 
high to bid when our sidehigh to bid when our side’’s best score is a minus.s best score is a minus.

►► Fortunately judging this is refreshingly simple: it depends Fortunately judging this is refreshingly simple: it depends 
on how many trumps the two sides have.on how many trumps the two sides have.

►► This became a cause cThis became a cause cééllèèbre in the 1990s as bre in the 1990s as ‘‘The LAWThe LAW’’ ––
capitals as per Larry Cohencapitals as per Larry Cohen’’s book publicising the s book publicising the 
relationship. In fact, Jeanrelationship. In fact, Jean--RenRenéé VernesVernes did the statistical did the statistical 
legleg--work back in the 1950s.work back in the 1950s.



The Law of Total TricksThe Law of Total Tricks

►► The sum of the number of tricks EW can take in their best fit plThe sum of the number of tricks EW can take in their best fit plus the us the 
tricks NS can make in theirs equals the sum of the lengths of thtricks NS can make in theirs equals the sum of the lengths of those ose 
bestbest--fits.fits.

►► Thus if EW have an 8Thus if EW have an 8--card fit in hearts and NS an 8card fit in hearts and NS an 8--card fit in spades card fit in spades 
then there are 8+8=16 tricks available. If the high cards are then there are 8+8=16 tricks available. If the high cards are 
approximately even, NS should bid 2approximately even, NS should bid 2♠♠. They will either make it or, if . They will either make it or, if 
they go down, EW can make 3they go down, EW can make 3♥♥..

►► In the same example, if EW think they can make 4In the same example, if EW think they can make 4♥♥ NS should NOT NS should NOT 
sacrifice in 4sacrifice in 4♠♠ –– they simply donthey simply don’’t have enough trumps. When the law t have enough trumps. When the law 
holds, if EW are making 10 tricks, NS have only six and are downholds, if EW are making 10 tricks, NS have only six and are down four; four; 
even noneven non--vulnerable, 4vulnerable, 4♠♠**--4 is 4 is --800 800 

►► In practice (without peeking) the size of opponentIn practice (without peeking) the size of opponent’’s trumps trump--fit is fit is 
uncertain. However our sideuncertain. However our side’’s combined length is easier to estimate. s combined length is easier to estimate. 
The length of that fit provides the The length of that fit provides the security level.security level.



The Law of Total TricksThe Law of Total Tricks

►►When we are bidding obstructively we shouldnWhen we are bidding obstructively we shouldn’’t t 
bid any higher than the length of our combined bid any higher than the length of our combined 
trumptrump--fit.fit.

►►We may break that rule when the vulnerability We may break that rule when the vulnerability 
encourages sacrificing or we think we are unlikely encourages sacrificing or we think we are unlikely 
to be doubled.to be doubled.

►► Lastly we should get to our security level Lastly we should get to our security level –– the the 
‘‘level of the fitlevel of the fit’’ as quickly as possible.as quickly as possible.

►► How do we know when partner is bidding to put How do we know when partner is bidding to put 
the opponents off and when she is bidding to the opponents off and when she is bidding to 
make?make?

►► ThatThat’’s the rub s the rub –– and for the futureand for the future……



CreditsCredits

►► Thanks to Jonathan Green for the HCP A/B hands. Suffolk player aThanks to Jonathan Green for the HCP A/B hands. Suffolk player and retired nd retired 
bridge teacher, he wrote an article for the county magazine bridge teacher, he wrote an article for the county magazine Table TalkTable Talk about about 
valuation. I lifted the hands and added commentary.valuation. I lifted the hands and added commentary.

►► The Secrets of Winning BridgeThe Secrets of Winning Bridge by Jeff Rubens is a classic (though not strictly by Jeff Rubens is a classic (though not strictly 
for beginners) and delves into the valuation problem (chapters 1for beginners) and delves into the valuation problem (chapters 1--4). 4). ‘‘In and In and 
outout’’ valuation comes from there as do ideas about the pointvaluation comes from there as do ideas about the point--count being a count being a 
measure addressing attributes of trickmeasure addressing attributes of trick--scoring and trickscoring and trick--building. Likewise, building. Likewise, 
simple LTC with the A/Q correction.simple LTC with the A/Q correction.

►► Surviving and Thriving in the Weak NoSurviving and Thriving in the Weak No--Trump WorldTrump World by Eric O Kokish appeared by Eric O Kokish appeared 
intermittently in International Popular Bridge Monthly in 1987intermittently in International Popular Bridge Monthly in 1987--90. A rare 90. A rare 
devotee of the weak nodevotee of the weak no--trump, trump, EOKEOK’’ss system is freely available on the system is freely available on the 
Internet.Internet.

►► To Bid or Not to Bid: The LAW of Total TricksTo Bid or Not to Bid: The LAW of Total Tricks by Larry Cohen is a good read. by Larry Cohen is a good read. 
His followHis follow--up books overup books over--elaborated but the first is good. Also see elaborated but the first is good. Also see ‘‘I Fought I Fought 
The Law Of Total TricksThe Law Of Total Tricks’’ by Anders by Anders WirgrenWirgren and Mike Lawrence for balance.and Mike Lawrence for balance.


